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Abstract 
Context: Cloud computing is a thriving paradigm that supports an efficient way to provide IT services 
by introducing on-demand services and flexible computing resources. However, significant adoption 
of cloud services is being hindered by security issues that are inherent to this new paradigm. In 
previous work, we have proposed ISGcloud, a security governance framework to tackle cloud security 
matters in a comprehensive manner whilst being aligned with an enterprise’s strategy. 
Objective: Although a significant body of literature has started to build up related to security aspects 
of cloud computing, the literature fails to report on evidence and real applications of security 
governance frameworks designed for cloud computing environments. This paper introduces a detailed 
application of ISGCloud into a real life case study of a Spanish public organisation, which utilizes a 
cloud storage service in a critical security deployment. 
Method: The empirical evaluation has followed a formal process, which includes the definition of 
research questions previously to the framework’s application. We describe ISGcloud process and 
attempt to answer these questions gathering results through direct observation and from interviews 
with related personnel. 
Results: The novelty of the paper is twofold: on the one hand, it presents one of the first applications, 
in the literature, of a cloud security governance framework to a real-life case study along with an 
empirical evaluation of the framework that proves its validity; on the other hand, it demonstrates the 
usefulness of the framework and its impact to the organisation. 
Conclusion: As discussed on the paper, the application of ISGCloud has resulted in the organisation 
in question achieving its security governance objectives, minimizing the security risks of its storage 
service and increasing security awareness among its users. 
 
Keywords: information security governance, case study, cloud computing, security governance 
framework, cloud lifecycle 
 
1. Introduction 
During the last few years, organisations and individuals have started paying attention to the explosive 
growth and adoption of cloud computing services. This new paradigm encompasses access to a 
shared pool of computing resources that can be rapidly provisioned and released with minimal 
management effort [1]. Users may benefit from the flexibility and elasticity of on-demand cloud 
services, especially at present when economic restrictions require IT departments to achieve more 
objectives with less resources.  When these kinds of services are aligned with well-defined strategic 
initiatives and objectives, they make valuable contributions to an enterprise [2]. Enterprises using 
cloud computing for their businesses report economic savings of up to 30%, along with other related 



benefits such as more effective mobile working, higher productivity or the standardization of 
processes [3]. 
However, the many benefits provided by cloud computing are also accompanied by the introduction of 
new risks [4], in addition to the continued presence of all the security issues that may affect its 
underlying technologies [5]. Organisations have these services at their disposal but cannot disregard 
their security requirements [6]. The independence of the cloud service delivery model signifies that 
security management is necessary if its adoption is to be fostered [7]. Cloud computing extends 
computing resources across the corporate perimeter, resulting in control being lost over its 
information assets. Organisations outsourcing strategic IT projects face a high degree of risk, which 
needs to be mitigated in order to guarantee their service’s assurance [8]. The selection of adequate 
security controls and the optimal risk treatment are some of the main problems within the scope of IT 
security, which usually rely on international assurance standards [9, 10]. 
An Information Security Governance (ISG) function therefore needs to be established for the 
management levels, with a clear security strategy [11]. Regardless of the cloud model adopted, 
security and governance must lead and guide the adoption of cloud services [12]. Security policies 
and measures involve a third party when moving services to cloud computing, and this loss of control 
emphasizes the need for security governance within the enterprise and for the transparency of cloud 
providers [13, 14]. Security governance, as part of the company’s corporate governance, is the most 
suitable path by which to gain control of security processes and guarantee an alignment with business 
strategies [15]. Information security policy compliance requires active governance enforcement with 
adequate controls over the organization’s personnel [16]. Such security compliance is a major issue in 
many organizations, as it involves dealing with an increasing number of diverse compliance sources 
and needs to be implemented within an enterprise-wide scope [17]. 
Existing literature offers both security governance frameworks and security solutions for cloud 
computing, but additional research efforts are needed to tackle security challenges [18]. Our previous 
research shows that existing proposals dealing with cloud computing security have shortcomings 
regarding to their compliance with governance aspects [19]. Such systems have clear differentiating 
features, which suggests the need for adapted security management methodologies [20]. We have 
therefore proposed ISGcloud, a framework based on security guidelines and standards that can be 
adopted by any organisation that wishes to develop a security governance structure, thus providing its 
cloud services with coverage [21]. Our approach is process oriented, which facilitates its inclusion in 
internal processes, and details security activities and tasks that can be applied during the cloud 
service lifecycle. 
This paper contains the practical utilization of ISGcloud framework in a real life scenario. The purpose 
of this empirical evaluation is to put our theoretical research into practice in order to evaluate and 
validate its utility. The literature fails to report on empirical case studies of security governance 
frameworks designed for cloud computing services, so the main novelty of this paper is that it 
introduces a real life practical application of our proposed framework. Along with the description of the 
process, this paper also contains the empirical evaluation of the framework’s validity, analysing its 
usefulness in a real situation. 
Our objective with this empirical evaluation is twofold: to evaluate the benefits and possible draw-
backs of using the ISGcloud framework in order to continue improving it; and to validate whether the 
cloud service’s security achieves its desired level and whether a security governance structure is 
developed around it. The empirical evaluation was conducted by following a structured methodology 
[22], signifying that unbiased results were obtained and that it is easy to follow the way in which these 
results are reported. The characteristics of our research permit the use of a flexible design to treat the 
qualitative data obtained during the application of ISGcloud. 
The empirical evaluation took place in a public organisation, which provides IT services to the 
Spanish Social Security System. This organisation was planning its first steps into cloud computing 
and ISGcloud was used to cover its security aspects. This case is particularly relevant because public 
organisations are subject to regulations that make information security a critical issue, and the 
launching of cloud services in these organisations serves as a tool to allow the adoption of cloud by 



citizens and enterprises to be fostered. International institutions are promoting the secure use of cloud 
services by public administrations; for instance, the European Commission has identified the key 
areas of cloud computing in which action is needed, which includes contractual security problems or 
confusion concerning applicable standards [23]. The adoption of cloud solutions by government 
agencies requires that its internal processes be redefined and translated into agreements with the 
cloud provider [24], aspects that are dealt with by ISGcloud and discussed in this paper. 
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows: Section 2 provides a brief overview of the 
ISGcloud framework, explaining its principal activities; Section 3 presents the empirical evaluation 
design and it details the methodology followed. An introduction to the context is provided in Section 4, 
including a description of the organisation and the problem that the cloud service aims to solve; 
Section 5 details the application of the framework to the case study; Section 6 highlights the results 
obtained in our research; Section 7 shows related work in this research area; and the paper 
concludes in Section 8. 
 
2 Overview of ISGcloud framework 
The overview shown in this section is a summary of our previous work [21], where a deeper 
explanation of ISGcloud framework can be found, providing more details of its activities and artefacts. 
ISGcloud framework is process oriented and is based on a set of activities, which provide a structured 
means of developing a security governance structure supporting a cloud computing service. These 
activities are closely related to the cloud service lifecycle that we have adopted which is based on 6 
stages: 1. Planning / Strategy Definition; 2. Cloud Security Analysis; 3. Cloud Security Design; 4. 
Cloud Implementation / Migration; 5. Secure Cloud Operation; and 6. Cloud Service Termination. 
During the whole process, the framework maintains a continuous security governance approach, 
being aligned with existing proposals such as ISO/IEC 38500 standard [25] or COBIT 5 [26]. Using a 
similar perspective as these proposals, ISGcloud includes four core governance processes: a) 
Evaluate the current and future use of IT; b) Direct preparation and implementation of plans and 
policies to ensure that the use of IT meets business objectives; c) Monitor conformance to policies, 
and performance against the plans; and d) Communicate the knowledge and policies that are 
required in ISG. 
All the activities proposed during the cloud service lifecycle are divided into their correlative tasks, 
which are themselves formed of detailed steps. This way, ISGcloud offers a precise description of 
activities that should be overtaken to guarantee security governance of the cloud service. 
Organizations willing to implement the framework have at their disposal a number of issues, which 
must be taken into consideration in order to provide appropriate assurance. ISGcloud’s tasks also 
include numerous references to existing guidance and support of security standards that may be used 
in order to facilitate its implementation and performance. 
Each task is related to an artefact repository from which the necessary inputs are taken and its 
outputs are delivered. This repository contains security models and products that are incrementally 
developed and refined until the objectives defined are achieved. The artefact repository therefore acts 
as a document manager that stores and manages different versions of products. 
A general overview of our framework’s activities and tasks is represented in Fig. 1, using the Software 
& Systems Process Engineering Metamodel (SPEM) diagram notation [27]. 
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Fig. 1. ISGcloud framework 

 
In order to facilitate the understanding of our framework and to provide a standardized representation 
of it, which can be automated and reused by external tools, we have used the SPEM specification to 
model ISGcloud’s tasks. Each task’s model includes the products used, the steps followed, the 
suggested guidance and the roles involved in its execution. The definition of each task’s roles is 
important in order to being able of designating who is responsible and accountable of each task, and 
because not only internal roles are involved (for instance, some tasks require active involvement of 
the cloud provider or external auditors). 
The process flow through the framework’s activities is performed not only sequentially, but through 
iterative cycles. Each governance cycle is performed according to the previously mentioned four core 
processes. The results of each iteration determine whether it will be necessary to go forward or 
backward in the framework, signifying that artefacts are refined until the desired objectives are 
achieved. 
The purpose of ISGcloud framework is to execute its tasks during the cloud service deployment and 
operation, parallel to the service’s internal tasks, thus guaranteeing that a security governance 
structure exists around the cloud service and that all relevant aspects of security are taken into 
consideration. 
 
3 Empirical Evaluation Design 
This section contains a description of the design of our case study in order to perform an empirical 
evaluation of ISGcloud framework. We have followed the protocol proposed by Runeson and Höst 
[22], since having a standard methodology increases the opportunities of success and guarantees the 
process’s validity. In particular, Runeson and Höst suggest translating the research objectives that 
have been already identified in the introduction into research questions that drive the empirical 



evaluation’s realisation. The next step is the selection of the case and subjects which is also 
explained, and we finally detail the data collection procedure and explain how these data are 
analysed to achieve a procedure that is valid. 
Following this protocol, an exploratory approach has been adopted in our empirical evaluation, thus 
allowing us to assess ISGcloud’s performance, seek new insights and generate ideas for the 
framework’s improvement. We also propose a flexible design, since the intrinsic characteristics of 
security governance encourage the handling of qualitative information and not every process can be 
translated into quantitative data. 
The empirical evaluation’s research objectives are focused on three main pillars, which can be 
synthesized as: cloud service security, development of a security governance structure, and the 
practical applicability of ISGcloud framework. These three objectives can be measured during the 
case study by answering the following research questions: 

- Does ISGcloud lead to a secure cloud service deployment? The service’s security is 
measured by evaluating the extent to which the organisation’s security requirements are 
covered by the cloud provider’s solution. 

- How does ISGcloud favour the development of a security governance structure within the 
organisation that the cloud service provides coverage? Governance metrics need to be 
defined in order to evaluate the state of security governance inside the organisation after the 
service deployment, and being able to compare it with its previous situation. 

- How practical and usable is the utilization of the ISGcloud framework within an organisation? 
This question is measured through interviews and questionnaires to the different roles 
involved in the process, asking for feedback, about the easiness of the framework’s 
application, its help and usefulness, and suggested modifications. 

One of the main challenges, not only for us but for the research community as a whole, when putting 
a framework like ISGcloud, which comprehensively covers so many business aspects and concerns 
most of the existing security processes, into practice is the difficulty to find candidate organisations 
willing to implement it. To overcome that challenge, in this paper we report the application of the 
framework to an organisation where some of the authors are currently employed. The precise nature 
of the cloud service is described later in the context section and, although this description may appear 
to be relatively modest, we consider that it is sufficiently representative to validate the practical 
application of ISGcloud framework and to answer the proposed research questions. 
When defining the data collection procedure, the researchers’ close relationship with the 
organisation’s employees facilitated the choice of interviews as the main data collection mechanism. 
First degree data was thus obtained directly from the stakeholders. Upon considering the broad range 
of roles and people involved in the project, these interviews were planned in a semi-structured mode, 
in which the interview sessions are outlined in general questions and more specific subjects appear in 
each situation. Moreover, valuable data is obtained through direct observations of the process 
performance and by accessing the cloud service project documentation, both of which are required in 
order to fully answer our research questions. 
The inherent characteristics of our empirical evaluation signify that the analysis procedure can be 
considered to be qualitative, although quantitative measures are collected in specific cases. In order 
to reduce possible bias during the analysis, it was designed as an iterative succession of steps in 
which conclusions were first contrasted by another researcher and then validated by the appropriate 
project member. The analysis was performed chronologically, following the successive development 
of the ISGcloud tasks and classifying the data collected in each step into the most appropriate 
research question. 
This structured methodology has contributed to the formalism of our case study and to the validity of 
our results. Reliable results are consequently expected for the proposed research questions, and we 
have therefore been able to evaluate the suitability of ISGcloud framework in order to guarantee 
security governance for the cloud service selected. 
 
4. Empirical Evaluation Context 



This section depicts the context in which our empirical evaluation took place. We provide a description 
of both the organisation used to carry out our ISGcloud process and the problem that we aim to solve. 
 
4.1 Description of the Organisation 
The organisation in which we decided to deploy the ISGcloud process is a Spanish public state 
organisation. Reasons of security and confidentiality signify that it is necessary to prevent the 
disclosure of relevant issues that may suppose a potential security threat to this organisation. 
However, we provide sufficient technical details to allow the reader to understand the organisation’s 
context and follow the whole process. 
This public organisation is responsible for providing the Spanish Social Security System with IT 
services, and its main function is to provide the various entities and organisations of which the State 
Secretariat for Social Security is formed with IT support. Its functions include systems maintenance, 
software development, security and IT innovation. Although it is made up of approximately 1,500 
employees, its services are offered to different entities signifying that its client group is made up of 
more than 30,000 public employees, spread over the whole country. 
From the security perspective, the information held by this organisation is a critical asset not only 
because of its characteristics (personal data of an economic nature and health information) but also 
because of its quantity (information concerning every Spanish employee) and its future relevance (it 
contains data with which to calculate a worker’s retirement, unemployment benefit or disability 
allowance). Each new service deployed in the organisation must consequently meet strict security 
measures and guarantee the security of the information it handles. 
The size and complexity of this organisation also makes it suitable for developing governance policies 
signifying that its chief officers are able to permanently oversee every process that takes place within 
the entity. The fact that so many employees and direct collaborators are so spatially dispersed makes 
it crucial to develop a governance structure that fosters the receipt of feedback regarding almost 
every activity and guarantees that top strategies and directives are being followed. 
A security governance framework such as ISGcloud can help this organisation to tackle security 
issues that may arise in the services that it provides in a comprehensive manner. This use of this 
framework will allow security processes to permeate the entire entity at every managerial level, thus 
guaranteeing alignment with the organisation’s objectives. 
 
4.2 Description of the Problem 
Mobile devices, such as smart-phones, tablets or laptops, are rapidly increasing their performance 
and achieving higher penetration rates at a fast pace. This trend is particularly relevant in the Spanish 
market, in which the penetration rate is higher than the European average [28, 29]. These devices 
deliver a wide amount of capabilities, not only to individual clients, but also to the enterprise’s 
professionals, for whom it becomes an essential tool in their everyday work. 
The organisation in which our case study has been developed, is making efforts to increase the 
mobility of its employees. A mobility culture has become an important strategic line for its chief 
officers, who argue that the use of mobile devices with advanced capabilities will result in an increase 
in the productivity of the organisation’s employees. Although such strategic boost is directed towards 
both internal employees (increasing their mobility tools) and external citizens (developing mobile 
applications in order to facilitate procedures with the Social Security), our empirical evaluation is 
particularly focused on the internal approach. 
The development of the mobility strategic line has resulted in a variety of projects, one of which has 
the objective of delivering smart-phones and tablets to high and medium managerial level employees. 
These employees frequently make decisions to drive the organisation and direct the activities of 
workers at a lower level. The accuracy of these decisions usually depends on the precision of the 
information it is based on and on making them at the right time. These users have traditionally been 
granted remote access to their e-mails and some internal information, while being off the 
organisation’s premises, but they have required a computer with an Internet connection to enable 
them to do so. These limitations have led to the infrequent usage of these connections, which is 



clearly an avoidable situation. The current distribution of smart devices attempts to solve this by 
allowing employees to access their e-mails and personal information from practically anywhere, thus 
permitting a more agile communication between users, even out of business hours. 
Many of the functionalities of these devices can be securely achieved through the use of standard 
applications, by simply applying an adequate secure configuration. However, the organisation is 
extremely concerned about the potential threat of handling confidential and private information with 
mobile devices, as this information is leaving the organisation’s premises. Bearing this in mind, 
additional efforts are being made to develop an appropriate solution to the storage of confidential 
information that can be securely accessed by these devices. This storage cannot take place within the 
organisation, as it needs to be accessible from terminals that may be potentially connected anywhere, 
and the project leaders have therefore chosen to provide it as a cloud service. The mobile storage 
service is understood as a personal storage system in which each user can place his personal 
information and documents, and is able to access them not only from the mobile devices but from any 
other corporative equipment. It also allows users to share documents in a collaborative manner, and 
automatically performs backups, authentication and security policies, making them transparent to the 
users. 
The storage service will be delivered as a phone application from the user point of view, and will work 
as a SaaS (Software As A Service) cloud service. The organisation additionally wishes the cloud 
operator to provide a private cloud so that it is not shared with other clients and so that an additional 
degree of personalization can also be achieved. The project leaders intend to provide a service that is 
tailored to the organisation’s needs, which constitutes a totally different approach to that offered by 
standard services. This cloud model also allows sufficient flexibility in order to enable the storage 
capacity to be increased or decreased on an on-demand basis, as the amount of potential users may 
change in the short term. 
An overall picture of this service is shown in Fig. 2, in which the storage held by the cloud provider is 
accessible from both devices directly connected to the Internet and equipment located within the 
organisation or any of its collaborator entities. This figure also shows that all the information travels 
through the Internet, which is why security requirements are so important in this service design. 
 

 
Fig. 2. Cloud storage service 

 
The size and complexity of the organisation and its client entities (the entire Social Security System) 
make it necessary to embrace the security policies in the corporate governance structure, and they 
are therefore directly supported by the chief officers and every managerial level knows its security 
role. This organisation has a classic governance structure, with many intermediate levels that seldom 



permit exceptions to the established chain of command. This is the main reason the project leaders, 
with the chief officers’ support, are planning to extend and complement the present security 
governance structure in order to adapt it to recent security standards and best practices. The mobile 
storage service is this organisation’s first step into cloud services, and it is thus an ideal chance to 
develop a security governance approach for this kind of services. 
The organisation is structured in various divisions. Those which are most closely involved in the 
mobile storage project are the Production and Systems Division, which includes the Storage, 
Communications and Mobile Devices Departments, and the Security and Innovation Division, which 
includes the Security and Auditory Departments. 
The users of the mobile storage service are not only employees of the organisation itself, but also 
many other collaborator entities that the organisation provides with IT services. In the short term, 
high-end smart-phones are being delivered to the chief officers and high executives of all the entities 
included in the Social Security System, and in the middle term it is hoped that lower managerial levels 
will be provided with low/middle-end terminals so that an increasing number of employees may 
benefit from their functionalities. 
With regard to the project’s complexity, the main problem is the time restriction, since the first users 
need to have the service operative in a period of three months, and this is another reason why it can 
only be offered as a cloud service, as there is no time to develop it internally. 
The project’s scope is clearly broader than the mere development of a security governance structure, 
so some details will be intentionally summarized in order to focus on the ISGcloud process. Moreover, 
as stated previously, some specific confidential information and data will be omitted. However, the 
description provided of the security governance case study will assist the reader to attain a global 
perspective of the ISGcloud process and contains sufficient details to allow the most important 
aspects of our approach to be understood. 
 
5. ISGcloud process application 
This section reviews the practical application of the ISGcloud process to the case study, providing 
more details on the most important tasks and aspects that may be relevant to answer the proposed 
research questions and to the framework’s empirical evaluation. 
The process described appertains to the execution of the first iteration of ISGcloud, in which the 
organisation chronologically follows the framework in its entire extension, as originally described in 
[21]. Its purpose is to validate the proposed tasks in a real cloud service deployment, in order to adapt 
or modify them if necessary. Future iterations of ISGcloud in this organisation may also benefit from 
this work as it helps to highlight the most critical tasks or provide the organisation with more value, 
and facilitates the allocation of fewer resources in the remaining tasks. 
ISGcloud can be tailored by the organisation to be adapted to any set of standards. This organisation, 
as part of the Spanish Public Administration, is subject to Spanish law, which includes legislation 
related to security aspects such as the Organic Law on the Protection of Personal Data and the Royal 
Decree regulating the National Security Framework. Besides the existing regulations, the organisation 
also intends to comply with international security standards. 
 
5.1 Activity 1: Planning / Strategy Definition 
Although the organisation has established a working IT governance structure, its security governance 
may be considered relatively weak, as it usually relies on a few departments in the Security and 
Innovation Division. Bearing this in mind, the project leaders have decided to use this activity as a 
means to define a new security governance structure built from scratch. This new structure will be 
used solely in the context of the empirical evaluation, but in the future it may be contrasted with the 
existing one, thus allowing it to be adapted with the improvements detected. 
 
5.1.1 Task 1A: Establish Information Security Governance structure 
The security governance structure establishment first requires the identification of participant roles. 
The project leaders, in agreement with the chief officers, identified the main roles to be used in the 



ISGcloud process, which include a wide range of profiles such as senior officers, business line clients, 
human resources managers, IT and security managers, auditors, operators, and even cloud 
provider’s personnel. This list of roles is complemented with a detailed description of each one’s 
responsibilities. The profiles involved in the security governance structure are thus complete and 
ready to be assigned to individuals in later activities.  
A security governance committee has also been created, which includes some project members and 
individuals from every role. This committee is in charge of supervising the security governance 
implantation, thus providing a certain amount of independency from the storage service deployment.  
The last step in this task is to define top-level security policies as part of the security governance 
strategic plan. The organisation’s goals and business strategy is translated into these policies. The 
top-level security policies related to the storage service include: 

- Guaranteeing compliance with Spanish national and international regulations 
- Ensuring information access, management and retrieval 
- Participant roles must know their security responsibilities and act with due diligence 

Although it is not strictly necessary to follow this task in order to establish a security governance 
structure, the steps and guidance provided by ISGcloud helped the organisation to quickly identify the 
governance participants and to elaborate the products required in the later tasks.  
One of our empirical evaluation’s main objectives was being able to assess if an improvement was 
achieved in the organisation’s security governance structure. In order to quantify this improvement, a 
set of ISG metrics has been developed taking into consideration the ISG goals the organisation 
intended to achieve. The definition of the metrics shown in Table 1 was based on strategic goals 
identified in governance proposals such as COBIT 5 [26]. 
 

Table 1. Information Security Governance goals and related metrics 

ISG Goal Related Metrics 

Alignment of ISG and 
business strategy 

Percent of enterprise processes into which ISG is integrated 
Frequency of ISG reporting to the executive committee 
Percent of business stakeholders satisfied with ISG 

ISG contributes to optimal 
value delivery 

Percent of security investments with approved benefits 
Level of business benefit vs. ISG investments 
Percent of expected value realised 

Ensure security risk 
optimisation 

Percent of enterprise risk mitigated with information security controls 
Frequency of  security risk assessment 
Number of incidents that were not identified in risk assessment 

Information security 
resources are optimised 

Percent of deviation from information security budget 
Percent of reuse of information security solutions 
Percent of projects with appropriate resource allocations 

Information security 
communication is effective 

Percent of security reports that are delivered on time 
Number of information security training hours per staff member 
Percent of business stakeholders satisfied with security awareness 

 
These metrics were used to quantify the organisation’s security governance structure at the beginning 
of the empirical evaluation, and therefore being able to compare it with the final situation achieved 
following ISGcloud. The metrics’ results were homogenized to a uniform measure, so that results 
were easier to contrast and analyse. The followed methodology included the translation of these 
metrics to a scale ranged from 0 to 5, where 0 indicated a total absence or lack of the measured level, 
and 5 implied a full compliance with the metric’s description. With this perspective, the metrics from all 
the ISG goals were merged and a unique governance measure was obtained. 
After assessing the proposed governance metrics and translating their measures to a homogeneous 
scale, the results were weighted for each goal. Although precise information about the measures can 



not be disclosed, Table 2 summarizes the result of the first assessment. This result has proven very 
useful to evaluate ISGcloud’s utility in developing a security governance structure, as we will show in 
the empirical evaluation’s discussion. 
 

Table 2. Initial measurement of ISG goals 

ISG Goal Measurement	   Overall	  score	  
Alignment of ISG and business strategy 1.5	  

2.4	  
ISG contributes to optimal value delivery 2	  
Ensure security risk optimisation 3.5	  
Information security resources are optimised 3	  
Information security communication is effective 2	  

 
 
5.1.2 Task 1B: Define Information Security Program 
The organisation, as a consequence of its great concern for its information assets, had already 
developed a completely detailed Information Security Program. This program was structured in the 
following elements: security plan, security policies and procedures, and system architecture. 
The aim of this ISGcloud task was to modify and complement the existing program to allow it to 
include security considerations as regards cloud services. As a first step, only the personal storage 
service is referred to, but the results obtained can be used with other cloud services with much less 
effort. The present economic situation has led to the need to foresee an increase in a demand for 
these services within this organisation, and ISGcloud has therefore introduced the foundations of the 
relationship between security governance and cloud services. 
Taking the top-level policies defined in the previous task, the organisation proposed the overall 
security policies that will govern the cloud storage service. These security policies introduce the 
security requirements for the organisation’s operation, thus ensuring the Information Security 
Program’s alignment with the organisation’s goal and strategy. This first approach to the Information 
Security Program was also complemented with the identification of security threats and vulnerabilities.  
The Information Security Program becomes an essential element of ISGcloud, which is dynamically 
updated and complemented throughout the governance process. Once this task has been 
accomplished, the Information Security Program contains the basic foundations needed to enable the 
organisation to begin the security governance of the cloud service. ISGcloud then guarantees that the 
essential governance elements are taken into consideration so that the remaining processes can be 
successfully developed. 
 
5.2 Activity 2: Cloud Security Analysis 
ISGcloud’s second activity introduces a security analysis of the storage service and is divided into 
various tasks focused on several security aspects. Although the main steps of the tasks are executed 
by the project personnel in collaboration with the security managers, the chief officers must validate 
the results in order to maintain the governance structure defined. 
 
5.2.1 Task 2A: Define Information Security requirements 
The storage service’s security requirements specification is intimately related to its technical 
specification. However, this task focuses on the security issues and will only mention technical 
aspects when necessary. 
Many of the security requirements of this service are imposed by Spanish regulations, to which the 
organisation is subject. Besides legal security requirements, it was necessary to define other kinds of 
security requirements for a proper design of the storage service. The following requirements were 
approved by the chief officers: 



- Secure access: authenticate users when accessing their storage or sharing information, 
establish permissions so that data can only be accessed by their owners and authorized 
users 

- Implement security measures to prevent information leakage of stored data 
- Guarantee confidentiality and privacy of stored data and during its transfer 
- Guarantee information availability in the case of disasters or incidents on the cloud provider’s 

premises 
- Deploy security mechanisms to prevent access to personal information when the mobile 

device is stolen or lost 
- Keep records/logs of storage security incidents and service use 
- Remote management of service’s security 
- Allow security monitoring and auditing 
- Ensure the cloud provider personnel’s compliance with security controls 
- Deploy security training plans directed towards users and technical operators 

These high-level requirements have been adequately modelled into more formal security 
requirements, so that they can be used to answer the empirical evaluation’s research questions. The 
security requirements that were considered during the rest of ISGcloud process are shown in Table 3, 
where two hierarchical levels can be identified. The degree of these requirements’ fulfilment by the 
implementation of the cloud service was used as a measure of the service’s security. With this 
perspective we assess the cloud deployment’s security not only based on the technical security 
measures implemented by the provider, but in conjunction with the extent to which the organisation’s 
security requirements are covered and satisfied. 
 

Table 3. Security Requirements 

Security Requirements 
1 Authentication 2 Confidentiality 
  1.1 User identification   2.1 Data isolation 
  1.2 Management of user's certificates   2.2 Anonymisation 
3 Integrity 4 Availability 
  3.1 Encryption   4.1 Data recovery 
  3.2 Remote device management   4.2 Fault tolerance 
  3.3 Data backup   4.3 Data location 
5 Transparency 6 Auditability 
  5.1 Incident reporting   6.1 Coverage 
  5.2 Data monitoring   6.2 Independence of verification 
  5.3 Service interoperability   6.3 SLA enforcement 

 
In this task, ISGcloud goes into the governance process in greater depth, bridging it with the security 
requirements definition. This is the path which allows security strategies and policies to become a 
secure service operation. ISGcloud framework also supports the alignment of the security governance 
process with chosen standards and provides sufficient flexibility to be able to adapt to them. 
 
5.2.2 Task 2B: Analysis of available cloud options 
The security requirements identified, along with some other restrictions in the contracting procedures 
that are imposed on the organisation by Spanish regulations, narrowed down the cloud provider 
candidates that could be chosen to provide the storage service. Existing alternatives were analysed in 
this task from various perspectives in order to evaluate their security. This analysis complements 
others that may be performed in other departments, such as those of a technical or economical 
nature. The eventual choice must consider all these analyses and adequately ponder the security 
weight. Nevertheless, ISGcloud focuses on security aspects, although it does not guarantee that the 
best option is chosen from the point of view of security. 



With regard to the aforementioned restrictions, the Innovation Department stated that there were only 
two available cloud providers for the storage solution. Owing to reasons of confidentiality, these 
alternatives will be referred to as Solution A and Solution B. The comparison of these alternatives 
necessitated the definition of a group of criteria that would evaluate the different aspects of ISG. 
Taking advantage of the security requirements that were defined in the previous task, the same 
requirements were used as comparative criteria to select the cloud provider whose security solution is 
best aligned with the organisation’s needs. 
The project members, in collaboration with the security managers, proceeded to evaluate all these 
criteria. The assessment was performed using a three point scale with the following weights: 

- The provider has no provision to support the requirement: a 0 is allocated 
- The provider has limited or partial provision to support the requirement: a 1 is allocated 
- The provider has fully tested provision to support the requirement: a 2 is allocated 

The information for this evaluation was gathered from public statements related to both alternatives 
and from preliminary commercial encounters, in which some insights into security details were 
collected. Nevertheless, it is important to highlight that some specific criteria were difficult to evaluate 
due to the lack of appropriate information and, therefore, the project members acknowledged that the 
final security of the service’s implementation might be different from the this task’s estimations. 
 

Table 4. Cloud service alternatives’ weights 
Security 

Requirement 
Solution A 

weight 
Solution B 

weight 
1 Authentication 1 1 
2 Confidentiality 1 2 
3 Integrity 2 1 
4 Availability 2 2 
5 Transparency 1 0 
6 Auditability 2 1 
Overall score 1.5 1.2 

 
The security analysis supported other additional information that the chief officers may have received, 
which eventually led them to choose the service named Solution A for deployment. Table 4 contains a 
summary of the allocated weights to each security requirements, along with the overall security score 
of each cloud service’s alternative. 
In this task, ISGcloud helped by analysing the various cloud service alternatives by identifying 
comparative criteria related to their security governance. Although, the framework cannot guarantee 
that the most secure alternative is chosen, since this decision involves far more considerations, it 
ensures that their security aspects are evaluated in alignment with the organisation’s Information 
Security Program. 
 
5.2.3 Task 2C: Cloud risk analysis 
The second ISGcloud activity includes a security risk analysis of the cloud storage service, which was 
performed by the security department and project members. Following ISGcloud suggestions, the 
organisation decided to use ENISA’s Risk Assurance Framework [30] to support this analysis. 
The first step involved identifying the information assets related to this service and the threats that 
might have an impact upon them. The service’s purpose is to store and share private documentation, 
and this personal information is therefore the main asset. In addition to personal information, other 
tangible and intangible assets were also identified.  
Once the information assets and potential threats have been identified, the risk assessment was 
performed in order to evaluate the exposure to risks. The risk quantification was used to develop risk 
management guidelines in order to reduce the most threatening ones to acceptable tolerance levels. 
ISGcloud introduces the risk analysis into the governance process. A periodic assessment must be 



performed, which is validated by the chief officers. In successive Evaluate-Direct-Monitor cycles, 
directors receive information about risk exposure and its time evolution or tendency. 
The risk analysis’ results were also used to quantify some of the governance metrics defined in the 
first activity. The outcomes of each iteration were utilized in order to have the governance indicators 
updated during the empirical evaluation. 
With ISGcloud support, the risk analysis becomes a dynamic process that is closely linked to the 
other activities. It must be updated throughout the storage service lifecycle with the active involvement 
of the organisation’s directors, who in this case have decided to perform the risk assessment at least 
twice a year since the threats and vulnerabilities identified may alter in the near future. 
 
5.3 Activity 3: Cloud Security Design 
The third activity of ISGcloud involves the security design tasks. This design must be performed in co-
ordination with the technical and organisational designs, thus allowing a comprehensive solution to be 
deployed. The tasks proposed by ISGcloud guarantee the alignment of the resulting design with the 
security governance structure. 
 
5.3.1 Task 3A: Define SLAs and legal contracts 
The Service Level Agreements are a key element of the governance structure. They reflect the rules 
that drive the service relationship between the cloud provider and the organisation. Among other 
aspects, appropriate clauses are introduced in order to fulfil security requirements and achieve 
successful security governance. 
The development of the storage service has been tailored to the organisation’s needs, signifying that 
its SLAs do not contain as many standardized clauses as other public cloud services. However, it was 
necessary for the legal department to review both the preliminary and the tailored clauses in order to 
give its approval. 
Following a similar approach to that of the security requirements identification, the organisation first 
defined security clauses related to legal regulations. Once the organisation had dealt with legal 
clauses, the other security requirements were translated into more technical security clauses. These 
forced the cloud provider to comply with a set of requirements that would guarantee their security 
governance. The SLAs also include penalty clauses to avoid the situation of the cloud provider not 
following the bilateral contract.  
The outcomes of this task were relevant to the empirical evaluation because an appropriate SLA 
definition would result in improvements of the cloud service’s security, measured through the previous 
security requirements’ metrics, and also would reflect into higher scores of the security governance 
indicators. 
The chief officers oversaw the definition of the SLAs, as this represents a key piece of the governance 
cycle. ISGcloud helped with this task in order to define the foundations of the legal relationship 
between the organisation and the cloud provider. This task is of paramount importance for both the 
governance of the cloud service and for the security auditing that takes place in later phases of the 
cycle. 
 
5.3.2 Task 3B: Establish Information Security roles and responsibilities 
According to the ISGcloud framework, this task is focused on the assignment of security roles and 
responsibilities to specific employees and on the definition of ownership of the information assets. 
On the one hand, the roles involved in the storage service security were initially defined in task 1A, 
during the definition of the security governance structure, along with the responsibilities of each one. 
These roles were assigned to specific people from both the organisation and the cloud provider, and 
their responsibilities were explained to them. On the other hand, the information assets affected by 
this project were identified in the risk analysis in task 2C. Similarly to the security roles, these assets 
were linked to specific individuals.  



Although this ISGcloud task may appear to be quite simple, it is very important that roles and 
information assets were adequately assigned in order to establish the security governance structure 
and to develop adapted training plans in later activities. 
 
5.3.3 Task 3C: Specify cloud service monitoring and auditing 
This task defines the service monitoring that will be performed, which constitutes a fundamental part 
of the three steps governance cycle. The design results will clearly determine how the Monitor and 
even part of the Evaluate processes of the Evaluate-Direct-Monitor cycle take place during the 
operation steps. 
The objective of the storage service monitoring was twofold: to measure the compliance with the 
SLAs defined and to evaluate the service’s security evolution. From the complete list of contracted 
SLAs, the organisation identified those that were suitable and representative for monitoring. In order 
to complete the security monitoring, every item must include its correlative threshold so that an alarm 
can be triggered in case of its being surpassed. Initial thresholds were reviewed in successive 
iterations so that alerts received comply with the security requirements.  
When defining the auditing processes, the organisation specified both the elements that needed to be 
evaluated and the periodicity during which the audit should take place. These security audits were 
initially performed by internal employees from the organisation’s Audit Department, working 
independently, but in the future they might be outsourced to an external third party. 
From the empirical evaluation’s perspective, it was crucial to include into the service monitoring those 
items that had been previously identified as security governance metrics. As a result, a kind of 
scorecard was developed that summarized the metrics’ evolution during the empirical evaluation. 
With the use of this task ISGcloud supports the introduction of the cloud service monitoring and audits 
into the organisation’s internal processes. The framework leads to a secure service deployment and 
to the ability to monitor its security throughout the entire service lifecycle. 
 
5.3.4 Task 3D: Define applicable security controls 
The objective of the last design task is to define the security controls to be deployed in the storage 
service. The term security control is employed in a broad sense as a synonym for safeguard or 
countermeasure, resulting in a means to manage risks including policies, procedures or practices 
[31]. 
The organisation took the previous activity’s analyses in order to define the security controls to be 
deployed both within the organisation itself and by the storage provider. The security department’s 
intention was to follow the guidelines provided in ISO/IEC 27002 when defining the security controls, 
but to also translate them to the cloud service with the adequate considerations. However, the list of 
specified controls was not limited to the standard’s clauses. 
The security controls were mainly aimed at satisfying the security requirements and improving ISG 
inside the organisation. The fulfilment degree of this objective will be discussed later, along with the 
analysis of the empirical evaluation’s achievements. 
This task concludes the security design activity. With it, ISGcloud guarantees that, even in the first 
iteration, every security aspect is taken in consideration and included in the cloud service design. 
Most of the steps developed are involved with the Direct and Monitor phases of the governance cycle, 
but they are prepared in order to be able to execute the Evaluate phase when the service operation 
takes place. 
 
5.4 Activity 4: Cloud Implementation / Migration 
Having designed the security, along with the completion of the storage service design, then the 
service implementation stage begins. ISGcloud divides this activity into two tasks related to the 
underlying governance processes; the first task establishes the foundations in order to introduce the 
Evaluate-Direct-Monitor process into the organisation’s security, while the second focuses on the 
Communication process by spreading security knowledge among the organisation’s employees. 
 



5.4.1 Task 4A: Secure cloud implementation 
The implementation of the storage service, from the users’ perspective, involved adjusting the 
configuration options on their mobile devices and also installing new applications and components. 
Implementation instructions were also developed so that users could have guidance during the 
process. 
Apart from the service deployment, this task also included the integration of security governance into 
all the organisation’s processes. Existing routine procedures were reviewed in order to incorporate 
designed security controls and participate in the governance cycle. New processes have also been 
defined in order to fulfil the security requirements and controls designed in previous activities. The 
organisation’s chief officers supervised the adoption of these new processes so that the security 
governance structure proposed by ISGcloud could be deployed. 
The assessment of this task’s execution under the empirical evaluation’s research questions was 
performed by gathering feedback from various participant roles. Some interviews were programmed 
during this activity, and also direct opinions could be received thanks to the close cooperation with 
some project members.  
Following ISGcloud support, there is assurance that the previously designed security controls and 
their correlative processes are systematically deployed. The implementation of the storage service 
therefore guarantees its compliance with security and its embracement within the organisation’s 
security governance structure. 
 
5.4.2 Task 4B: Educate and train staff 
The Communicate security governance process starts to play a critical role from this point on owing to 
the fact that the wide–spread nature of both the general security culture and specific cloud service 
security issues is a key governance success factor. Although previous activities may have contributed 
towards disseminating some of these security issues, it is in this task that the process reaches its 
peak state in order to increase the organisation’s security awareness. 
The Human Resources department developed a security training plan in collaboration with the 
security governance committee. This development considered the various roles involved in the cloud 
service by identifying the security knowledge that each user must attain. Apart from the storage 
service’s users, all other project participants were instructed with the security matters that they must 
know according to their participant role in the storage service. 
Following this task, ISGcloud allows a functional Communicate process to be deployed that is 
intimately related to the more general Evaluate-Direct-Monitor cycle of the security governance 
structure. Security awareness thus spreads naturally within the organisation, and is integrated into the 
organisation’s operational processes. 
 
5.5 Activity 5: Secure Cloud Operation 
ISGcloud proposes dividing the service operation activity into two tasks, similar to the implementation 
activity approach. As a result, the first task focuses on performing successive iterations of the security 
governance cycle, while the second concentrates on the Communicate core governance process.  
 
5.5.1 Task 5A: Cloud security operation 
This task has the purpose of ensuring that all previously made efforts as regards designing and 
implementing security governance processes are effectively executed through the proposed Evaluate-
Direct-Monitor cycle. Some of the previous tasks’ results which this operation stage benefits are as 
follows: 

- Every participant satisfies his responsibilities and carries his assigned role out. 
- Cloud service’s processes include security controls, which are aligned with the organisation’s 

policies and strategies. 
- Monitoring and audit procedures are implemented in order to evaluate service’s security. 
- Communication channels are established between the organisation and the cloud provider. 



Following ISGcloud, the organisation’s chief officers obtained adequate feedback about the security 
processes’ performance, which was summarized for them so that deviations could be detected and 
appropriate decisions be made. In order to facilitate the data collection during successive governance 
cycle iterations, it was important to perform the previously designed monitoring and audit processes 
correctly. Table 5 shows a sample of some security processes that were executed during this 
operation task, and how successive ISG iterations produced modifications and improvements in them. 
 

Table 5. Sample of security processes during service operation 

Security process ISG iteration results 
Physical and environmental 
security 

Strengthen cloud provider's perimeter security as a consequence 
of some failures 

Incident management Users are provided with mobile tools that allow reporting and 
managing their security incidents from their devices 

Human resources security Reinforce security training, especially on some roles where lacks 
are detected 

Access and identity 
management 

Force users to employ more secure passwords when using their 
devices and update them regularly, so that risks are reduced 
when mobile devices are lost or stolen 

Legal requirements Adapt some SLA clauses due to a regulation change about 
personal data protection 

 
With this task, ISGcloud’s guidance helped the organisation to translate all the outputs into operative 
processes. The security governance structure, including critical issues such as SLA monitoring, 
organisation’s processes adaptation or security monitoring, could therefore be comprehensively 
driven into operation. What is more, all the efforts made in operating the new storage service could be 
taken advantage of in the future if new cloud services are adopted by the organisation. 
 
5.5.2 Task 5B: Communicate information security inside the organisation 
This task focuses on the Communicate governance process, contributing to the spreading and 
maintenance of the security culture within the organisation. Its objective is therefore twofold: ensuring 
that the storage service users are permanently aware of security, and deploying mechanisms to 
facilitate the spreading of new security policies or modifications to procedures. 
The organisation, following ISGcloud’s proposal, included the security operation documentation in this 
task. This process had its starting point in all the documentation generated in previous activities and 
basically involved completing and complementing it with the operation’s progress. This security 
information about the storage service was held in a project repository, thus permitting service users to 
be granted access according to their roles.  
Having access to available documentation is not sufficient for an effective security governance 
Communicate process. The organisation has therefore developed various wide-spreading actions, 
which were focused on communicating the importance of information security in all processes. Some 
of these actions were the following ones: 

- Provide users with additional training sessions, following the cloud service’s training program. 
- Schedule periodical conferences and reports about the most relevant security aspects. 
- Develop additional security documentation, which is addressed to some users with specific 

requirements. 
With this task, ISGcloud framework guarantees that a successful Communicate process is deployed 
in the organisation, and that it is completely aligned and interlinked with the iterative Evaluate-Direct-
Monitor cycle as part of the same security governance structure. This ensures a comprehensive 
consistency with other governance elements, such as security roles and processes. 
The empirical evaluation finishes with the first iterations of this task and the previous one. Although 
the cloud service will continue to be provided, having achieved the secure operation activity we have 
gathered enough information to address the research questions. 
 



6. Empirical Evaluation Results  
The development of the empirical evaluation introduced herein has allowed us to put ISGcloud 
framework into practice in a real life environment. With this work we have validated both the 
framework’s overall performance and the suitability of the proposed tasks and activities. The entire 
framework has permitted a security governance structure to be established within the organisation 
which, although at an incipient stage, guarantees that security will be handled adequately in both the 
newly adopted cloud services and in possible future ones. The empirical evaluation represents the 
process’s first iteration within the organisation and, despite being unable to obtain long-term 
conclusions, we consider it sufficient to have attained representative results as regards the research 
questions. 
Having introduced the methodological approach, we shall now analyse the results according to each 
of the proposed research questions. A structural and analytical answer to the questions is therefore 
provided, thus validating our research objectives. A summary of lessons identified and lessons 
learned is also presented in this section. 
 
6.1 Does ISGcloud lead to a secure cloud service deployment? 
ISGcloud has helped the organisation to tackle security matters from two points of view: a traditional 
security perspective, of which the Security Department had more knowledge; and a comprehensive 
security governance approach, in which the organisation had a larger field for learning and adapting. 
Some ISGcloud tasks, such as those related to the storage service risk assessment (task 2C), the 
design of security controls (task 3D), or the processes’ auditory (task 3C), belong to the traditional 
security perspective. These tasks made slight improvements in order to adapt classical 
methodologies to the cloud environment. The organisation already had previous knowledge of these 
kinds of activities, and it was therefore quite straight forward to adapt them to the particularities of the 
cloud storage service, thanks to ISGcloud’s guidance. 
However, it was in the remaining tasks that our framework achieved its main objectives and 
contributed towards the establishment of a security governance structure around the cloud service - 
an issue that is considered in the following research question. This has proved to be particularly 
relevant in tasks 1A and 1B. 
The wide spreading of a security culture was one of the most noticeable achievements of ISGcloud, 
which not only drove a secure service deployment with the cloud storage’s case study, but facilitated 
security assurance in the organisation’s future cloud services. Tasks 4B and 5B contributed 
essentially to this objective. Project leaders reported that most cloud service’s users gained additional 
security knowledge during the process, which resulted in adopting better security practices and 
increasing their security awareness. This improved security culture may also help future iterations of 
ISGcloud framework, even when dealing with other cloud services. 
One of this research question’s objectives was to measure the security of the new storage service. In 
order to be able of quantifying it, we are using the security requirements defined by the organisation in 
task 2A. Assessing the fulfilment degree of these requirements and assigning weights to each of them 
allowed us to obtain a measure of the service’s security. This result complements our qualitative 
analysis and other subjective perceptions about the service that were gathered during the project’s 
development. 
The security measurement has been performed similarly to the cloud provider analysis described in 
task 2B; that is, we used a three point scale with a weight of 0 if the provider has no support for the 
requirement, a weight of 1 if the provider has limited or partial support for the requirement, and a 
weight of 2 if the provider has full support for the requirement. Table 5 contains a summary of the 
allocated weights for every security requirement and the resulting score. 
 

Table 5. Storage service security’s weights 
Security 

Requirement 
Allocated 

weight 
1 Authentication 1.5 



2 Confidentiality 1 
3 Integrity 1.7 
4 Availability 2 
5 Transparency 1.3 
6 Auditability 2 
Overall score 1.6 

 
Following this methodology, the empirical evaluation of the cloud service’s security throws an overall 
score of 1.6 out of 2. These means that following ISGcloud framework the organisation has achieved 
about 80 percent of its security requirements. This analysis also serves to identify those requirements 
that are more weakly supported, so that the continuous ISG process allows improving the cloud 
service’s security. 
Besides, a comparison between these weights and those allocated during the cloud provider 
selection, there are slight differences in the scores. The main reason of this divergence is that the 
initial weights were based on prospects about the expected security and these ones take into account 
the real implementation.  
 
6.2	  How does ISGcloud favour the development of a security governance structure within the 
organisation that the cloud service provides coverage? 
Although the organisation had already established a security governance structure, this could really 
be considered as incipient in comparison to the situation achieved after the case study’s 
development. Some governance characteristics were previously deployed, such as a security 
strategy, or reporting lines, but these were insufficient when dealing with cloud services. After 
ISGcloud’s first iteration, the organisation has at its disposal not only a comprehensive security 
governance structure, but one that is adapted and prepared to embrace future cloud services. 
From the governance perspective, the following security elements can be highlighted, which show the 
interweaving of the cloud storage service with the governance structure: 

- Security SLAs (task 3A): the restrictions imposed by the Spanish public contract law forced 
the organisation to carefully determine the contract’s content, since this implied a long term 
service period during which it was quite difficult to alter the terms accorded. This conditioning 
has led the project to make special efforts to analyze the cloud service’s security implications 
and to translate them to contract terms and SLAs. 

- Security processes (task 4A and 5A): when discussing security processes, the organisation 
has been able to re-design its internal processes during the project so that they were adapted 
to a much broader scope and absorbed into the security governance structure, and to define 
new processes that drove the relationship and operations with the cloud provider. 

- Security roles and training (task 3B): the identification and individualization of the personnel 
roles involved in the empirical evaluation has allowed the organisation to personalize its 
security governance deployment. The cloud provider’s inclusion as a role in the process and 
the delivery of training sessions adapted to each role permited a clear assignment of 
responsibility as regards the cloud service’s information actives. 

- Security assessment (task 3C): one key governance element introduced by ISGcloud was a 
continuous monitoring cycle that was evaluated through metrics and security audits of 
relevant processes. After the empirical evaluation’s execution, the organisation now has at its 
disposal a complete set of information sources from which senior officers and lower 
managerial levels may collect adequate information for their duties.  

Furthermore, it was also possible to quantify the improvement achieved in the ISG structure thanks to 
ISGcloud framework. Using the governance goals and metrics previously defined in task 1A, it was 
possible to measure its state once the security operation activity has been reached. Following the 
same methodology, Table 6 shows the measurement of each governance goal and the overall score. 
 



Table 6. Final measurement of ISG goals 

ISG Goal Measurement	   Overall	  score	  
Alignment of ISG and business strategy 4.3	  

3.8	  
ISG contributes to optimal value delivery 3	  
Ensure security risk optimisation 4.7	  
Information security resources are optimised 3.3	  
Information security communication is effective 3.7	  

 
Comparing this result with the initial measurement performed at the project’s beginning, the ISG 
structure has improved from a 2.4 score to a 3.8 out of 5, which means an improvement of nearly 60 
percent in our proposed governance criteria. Apart from validating the benefits for the organisation in 
terms of its governance structure, these metrics also served as a continuous scorecard for chief 
officers, who were able to periodically assess the progress made on the cloud service’s security. 
 
6.3	   How practical and usable is the utilization of the ISGcloud framework within an 
organisation? 
The empirical evaluation performed has provided a relevant opportunity to evaluate the benefits of 
applying ISGcloud framework in a real life environment. From a formal perspective, ISGcloud is 
structured by following general and well known project stages, signifying that its integration into the 
organisation’s storage service project has been performed without many difficulties. This intuitive 
ease of application is translated into a very soft learning curve, which signifies that even the 
organisation’s non-security experts have been able to fully understand ISGcloud’s implications and 
become rapidly involved in the project. 
ISGcloud’s integration with widely known security standards and best practices has also been a key 
factor in the project’s success, as it has allowed the Security Department to maintain the standards 
and references which they are familiar with. In this respect, our framework has proved to have a high 
degree of flexibility, since it is capable of adapting itself to practically any existing security proposal. 
A set of interviews were programmed during the empirical evaluation’s process to obtain information 
about the user’s perception. People from all the roles involved in the project were asked to offer their 
opinion with the purpose of giving a precise answer to this research question. They were asked about 
the easiness of the framework’s application, its help and usefulness, and what modifications they 
could suggest. During the first three ISGcloud’s activities only some project members were 
interviewed, but many more users were included in the questionnaires during the implementation and 
operation activities.   
 

 
Fig. 3. Caption of interview’s results 

 
A summary of the interview’s results about some questions is shown in Fig. 3. These graphics show 
that 54 percent of the interviewees considered that it was easy or very easy to learn the framework, 
while 23 percent valued it as difficult or very difficult. The main difficulty reported by this group was 
that the framework used a technical language, which may be a drawback for non-security experts. 
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When questioned about the utility of ISGcloud, 69 percent of the interviewees thought it was useful or 
very useful, whereas only 12 percent ranked it as useless or very useless. The most frequent answer 
on this question was that the classification of ISGcloud’s activities through the cloud service life cycle 
helped to understand which tasks were the most important in each stage. 
Additionally, people were asked to offer their opinions about possible modifications or suggestions to 
improve the whole process. The issues that were more frequently answered among interviewees 
were those related with a lack of supporting tools to follow the cloud service’s deployment. The project 
leaders made efforts to analyse and evaluate various tools in order to select those that best suit them. 
Having identified this issue, we can now complement our research with an analysis of existing tools 
and suggest those that can be most easily tailored to ISGcloud and support our framework’s purpose. 
ISGcloud’s scope is so broad and comprehensive that we have not been able to develop an 
automatic tool that could support the whole framework. However, this matter will be taken into 
account for future work. 
 
6.4 Other Lessons Learned 
In addition to answering the pre-arranged research questions shown above, the execution of the 
empirical evaluation has also provided valuable information with which to validate the performance of 
ISGcloud framework and to identify issues that demand additional research efforts.  
Among the lessons learned, we could highlight the introduction of additional governance metrics in all 
ISGcloud’s tasks. During the empirical evaluation’s planning, the project leaders realized that the 
framework only provided feedback of its performance to senior officers during particular tasks. 
Considering the information flow’s relevance as regards keeping higher managerial levels aware of 
the project’s progress, it has been necessary to insert new performance metrics in every task. These 
metrics facilitate the execution of consecutive Evaluate-Direct-Monitor cycles and allow a permanent 
oversight of the cloud service deployment, which constitutes a core piece of our security governance 
framework. 
Throughout the empirical evaluation’s progress, we have also identified that the project’s members 
made greater efforts in the first three activities. The strategic planning, security analysis and security 
design of the cloud services have involved considerably more time consuming tasks. This behaviour 
may be attributed to the novelty of the cloud storage service in the organisation and the precautions 
that needed to be taken to guarantee its security. However, these ISGcloud activities will be explored 
in greater depth in order to provide more details with which to facilitate their execution. 
 
7. Related Work 
This section discusses related work in the field of the information security governance of cloud 
services. This relatively new research area has arisen from the merging of security governance and 
cloud security research fields, and we will therefore discuss existing work in both areas. 
On the one hand, when dealing with information security governance, most approaches originate from 
the IT governance field. One of the most representative references is therefore Control Objectives for 
Information and related Technology (COBIT) [26], which has introduced a set of 37 IT governance 
processes, some of which can also be applied to security governance. The International Organisation 
for Standardization (ISO) has also developed some standards for these fields. Those which are most 
closely related to our research are: the ISO/IEC 27001 standard [31], which is devoted to Information 
Security Management Systems; the ISO/IEC 27014 [32], which is currently under development and 
whose intention is to define a security governance framework; and the ISO/IEC 38500 [25], which 
provides a framework for IT governance. The security governance framework proposed by Von Solms 
in [33], which distinguishes between governance and management sides, is also relevant to our 
purpose. 
All of these security governance references share some commonalities and each one has particular 
strengths and weaknesses, as shown in our previous research [34]. They have not been specifically 
designed to be applied to cloud computing services, signifying that many difficulties arise when 
attempting to integrate them into this new environment. 



On the other hand, there are many publications regarding cloud computing security but most of them 
are focused on specific security issues (i.e., privacy, trust [35], certificate authentication [36] or virtual 
machine security) rather than adopting a broader scope [37]. Nevertheless, we shall present those 
works that offer a comprehensive security solution to cloud services, and are closer to our approach. 
The security guidance elaborated by the Cloud Security Alliance [38] provides practical 
recommendations in order to identify security threats in cloud computing and develop measures to 
minimize risks. The Information Systems Audit and Control Association (ISACA) has published IT 
Control Objectives for Cloud Computing [39], in which they propose adapting existing governance 
frameworks to the cloud environment, differentiating between the aspects of security and governance. 
A Cloud Computing Security Risk Assessment has also been published by the European network and 
Information Security Agency (ENISA) [30], which provides guidance with which to evaluate risks in a 
cloud deployment and includes security recommendations. Another risk assessment tool has been 
proposed as QUIRC (A Quantitative Impact and Risk Assessment Framework for Cloud Security) 
[40], where authors measure cloud risks using six security objectives. The ISO is even working on the 
ISO/IEC 27036 standard [41], whose objective is to provide security for cloud services throughout 
their lifecycle. There are also some approaches that try to widespread trust in cloud services such as 
the TrustCloud framework [42], which addresses accountability in cloud computing via technical and 
policy-based approaches. 
All of these cloud security proposals offer a particular perspective when dealing with security issues, 
but none of them considers holistically security governance aspects. The systematic review of cloud 
security governance approaches performed in [19] shows the principal lacks identified in each work in 
relation to certain comparative criteria. Our ISGcloud framework, upon which this paper’s empirical 
evaluation is based, differs from these approaches in a twofold sense: it deals comprehensively with 
security governance in cloud services in an all-inclusive scope, and it offers practical guidance on how 
to perform the security activities, not just explaining what to do as in the aforementioned works. 
 
8. Conclusions 
Although the research community is aware of the importance of introducing cloud service security into 
the enterprises’ governance structures, there seems to be a lack of such a structured approach. 
Neither academic literature nor the security industry has provided a security governance framework 
that is suitable for cloud computing services. We have proposed ISGcloud in order to fill this gap by 
providing a process oriented framework which guides users through the steps of developing a security 
governance structure around a cloud deployment and is based on the cloud service’s lifecycle. Our 
framework provides a comprehensive and flexible approach that may be tailored to a wide variety of 
organisations and cloud service models. 
The practical empirical evaluation presented in this paper has served to obtain valuable information 
about ISGcloud’s performance. We have validated its utility in achieving the security governance 
objectives and its capability to be integrated into the cloud service project without many difficulties. 
Thanks to our framework, a Spanish organisation has been able to introduce a security culture in all 
its internal processes, which not only guarantees that its cloud storage service is operated with 
adequate security, but also establishes the governance foundations for future services. However, this 
empirical evaluation has also shown certain limitations of ISGcloud, some of which have led to 
corrections with which to improve it, and others of which have been left for a later analysis since they 
require more in-depth research. 
This paper’s results represent the first wave of information that we have been able to collect from the 
case study. The security governance structure deployed is based on long term processes, and the 
cloud service’s lifecycle is also expected to be in operation for at least a few years; we therefore 
expect to continue holding regular tracking meetings in order to receive more feedback about the 
project. We hope to gain additional knowledge about the future performance of our framework and to 
acquire a wider perspective of the results. 
Future work will focus on improving ISGcloud framework in relation to the limitations identified, and to 
other possible drawbacks that may also emerge. We plan to research the details of the framework’s 



tasks and steps in greater depth, especially those that this case study has highlighted as needing 
more effort on the part of the organisation. We are additionally working to review existing tools that 
could be used to support our process and also be included in the framework guidelines. 
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